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  MIKE MURRAY;
Mr. Murray, my name is William Parenti and a full time resident of Avon N.C. since 1991.  I
am not a business person and have no financial interest other than my home on this island. I
live here for the sole purpose to enjoy life during my senior years. This I call “QUALITY OF
LIFE”. And you Mr. Murray have taken this away from me. The purpose of this note is to
state my total dis-satisfaction with the manner in which NPS handled the Neg-Reg meetings.
I was either present or watched via Ch 20 each and every meeting. The last session on Feb
26(?) was the one that “broke the camel’s back” when Walker stated at the eleventh hour that
the “DARK SIDE” wanted the  north beaches closed based on a recent NPS study indicating
that there was a significant amount of bird activity present. When challenged by the Access
side, NOTHING was stated by you or your people as to WHAT study, WHERE did Walker
get it, and if known by NPS, NPS would provide this study to the Access side. (Just for your
info, I reside in north Avon oceanfront and travel the north beach from ramp 34 to ramp 23
on very frequent bases. Bird activity is extremely void except for the typical sea gulls,
sandpipers and pelicans. NEVER in all the years that I have driven that section of the beach
have I seen a bird nesting.)
This meeting was typical of each one that the DARK SIDE brought up studies, science, etc.
etc. etc. to prove or rationalize their position, AND not once did you or your staff challenge,
request data/science or provide to the Access side this science.
It became quite obvious what your agenda was…..that being…..to prevent another lawsuit
from the environmental groups.
CONGRADULATIONS   YOU   SUCCEED……..
 
Reply requested…...
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